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1. Introduction

15

The current “Guideline on the clinical investigation of recombinant and human plasma-derived factor

16

VIII products” (EMA/CHMP/BPWP/144533/2009 rev. 1, adopted January 2016) are in operation since

17

May 2016. The last update of the clinical guideline and the corresponding core SmPC

18

(EMA/CHMP/BPWP/1619/1999 rev. 2) has been performed to align the document with necessary

19

formal modifications according to regulatory decisions e.g. potency labelling and monitoring of patient

20

plasma samples.

21

In the light of increasing scientific knowledge [1,2,3,4] and taken into account the unique situation

22

that many factor concentrates are available, just entering the market or are in the pipeline and other

23

non-replacement therapy options are currently in development for treatment of haemophilia a revision

24

of the guideline(s) is regarded necessary.

25

2. Problem statement

26

The last basic revision of the concerned guidelines coming into operation in 2012 requires a minimum

27

clinical data package of 100 Patients (PTP) to be presented at the time of marketing authorisation and

28

with the obligation to present post-authorisation data from at least 200 patients (PTP) within a certain

29

time frame. Additionally, for novel products clinical trials in 100 PUPs have been required. The

30

development of new therapy options in Haemophilia is increasing dramatically. Currently, a variety of

31

new factor concentrates have been developed or are still under development for prolonged half-live

32

properties, which are expected to reduce the frequency of prophylactic therapy and thus enhance

33

patient’s convenience. Because Haemophilia A is a rare disease, the recruitment of suitable clinical trial

34

patients might be a bottleneck.

35

The most serious problem in hemophilia A is the development of neutralizing antibodies (inhibitors).

36

Usually, inhibitor development occurs in the initial phase of Factor VIII exposure (i.e. in young children

37

basically previously untreated patients -PUP). The publication of three large cohort studies (Rodin, UK

38

Haemophilia Centre Doctors Organisation – UKHCDO and FranceCoag study groups) performed in PUPs

39

lead to the consideration how to get the best capture of data from patients suffering from a rare

40

disease and as such evaluating also the possibilities of haemophilia registries for regulatory purposes.

41

A workshop to discuss the landscape and options of hemophilia registries was organized at EMA with

42

relevant stakeholders in July 2015 and resulted in consensus statements published on EMA website

43

[5]. These consensus points included the recommendation to

44

a) establish a minimum core parameter set of data to be collected in registries to address regulatory

45

expectations, but also

46

b) Reconsideration of the clinical trial requirements for PUP studies.

47

In addition, general reflections based on the results of the cohort studies and also the information

48

coming from a recent published randomised clinical trial comparing plasma-derived and recombinant

49

Factor concentrates needs to be taken into account [1,2,3,4].

50

Further aspects to be considered for the revision of both documents are based on the non-replacement

51

therapy products being developed for Hemophilia treatment such as monoclonal antibodies, small

52

peptides and gene therapy products.
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53

3. Discussion (on the problem statement)

54

The historically unique situation of a rapid and broad development of haemophilia therapeutic products

55

needs to be reflected in the clinical guideline and core SmPC for FVIII.

56

Hereby, focus will be given on the reflection of the clinical trial concept and specifically on the

57

requirements regarding clinical trials in PUPs. Furthermore, to complement current knowledge

58

regulatory standards for registry data collection will be explored and defined. However, in light of the

59

recently published information on inhibitor development in PUPs [1,2,3,4] the reconsideration of the

60

PUP clinical trial concept needs to be aligned with the approval of a minimum core data set of

61

parameters to be collected in registries as well as basic quality standards for running registries in

62

haemophilia addressing regulatory purposes. In addition, clarification on applicability of the

63

requirements of the GL and core SmPC for non-replacement products needs to be provided.

64

4. Recommendation

65

The BPWP recommends revising the clinical Guideline on FVIII as well as the corresponding core SmPC

66

for FVIII taking into account recent regulatory decisions (e.g. ABR) but basically regarding the

67

following aspects:

68

•

69
70

Reconsidering the clinical trial requirements in PUPs (e.g. applicability, concept, patient numbers,
exposure days, statistics, consequences…)

•

71

Establishing a minimum core parameter set on data collection in haemophilia disease registries
addressing specifically safety aspects e.g. inhibitor detection

72

•

Addressing non-replacement therapies in Haemophilia

73

5. Proposed timetable

74

Q2/2016-Discussion of the concept paper in BPWP/adoption CHMP for public consultation

75

Q3/2016-Q4/2016-Revision of the Guideline and coreSmPC/discussion BPWP and relevant

76

WP/committees

77

Q1/2017- release for public consultation for 3 months

78

Due to the rapid development in hemophilia the revised guidelines should come immediately

79

in operation once adopted. The relevant guidelines for FIX will be revised subsequently.

80

6. Resource requirements for preparation

81

The revision of these documents will be discussed during the meetings of the BPWP. External Parties

82

do have the opportunity to comment during the public consultation phase.

83

7. Impact assessment (anticipated)

84

The rapidity of progress and changes in haemophilia treatment reflected by the fact that many factor

85

concentrates are available now, so called long acting products are entering the market and other non-

86

replacement therapy options are in development makes it inevitable to reconsider the current

87

requirements of the clinical trial concept taking into account the limits in availability of suitable patients

88

but exploring also other data collection systems like registries. Modification of the clinical concept for

89

factor V III might have an impact on paediatric investigation plans but also on RMP requirements.
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90

Beneficial for all stakeholders (patients, doctors, industry and regulators) would be to adapt the clinical

91

trial requirements in combination with harmonized standards for haemophilia registries to strengthen

92

and bundle efforts to get the best capture of information. The revised guidelines will better reflect the

93

current medical knowledge, clinical practice and therapeutic product development in haemophilia.

94

The resource implications for the revision might include a stakeholder meeting.

95

8. Interested parties

96

Internal parties: PDCO and PRAC will be involved before CHMP discussion/adoption

97

External parties: Patient organisation, Academia, Industry will comment during public consultation

98
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